
 

 

KEMETIC LIFE SKILLS 
SEBAI MAA ON BLOGTALK 

LESSON 5   05/24/2014 
(Transcription of KD for the Body only) 

 
Unut Anpu - Program announcements.  Udja, Sebai Maa is your mic on? Can you 
hear me? 
 
Sebai Maa (7:37) - Udja greetings, can you hear me?  
 
Unut Anpu - I hear you perfectly. That is a very good connection much better than it 
was a couple of weeks ago. Udja Sebai so the Kemetic Life Skills this is the 4th [sic] 
lecture in this series. As a general overview although the Body, Mind and Soul would 
you mind providing us with a general overview of the Life Skills that we will be getting 
an opportunity to learn about for this evening? HTP. 
 
Sebai Maa (8:16) - Htp. Yes just to reiterate this  Kemetic Life Skills class series is 
dedicated to discussion to the essential, not the only, but the essential and perhaps 
the most important skills that a spiritual aspirant needs to have in order to have 
success in worldly life as well as the spiritual journey. By the spiritual journey of 
course we mean the initiatic journey. The journey of discovering the lower mysteries 
as well as the higher mysteries.  The lower mysteries are handling everything from 
your career, to having family relationships, what you are going to have as your life’s 
work all those kinds of issues. The higher mysteries are those issues relating to what 
happens after death, where did we come from, where were we before we were born, 
what is the universe, what or who is God all of those kinds of questions, those are 
the higher mysteries. So these skills are dedicated to allowing the listener to 
understand what it means to be a person who is able to succeed on those paths, on 
those lower and higher mysteries.  
 
Tonight for the Body we are going to discuss Digestion. For the Mind we are going to 
discuss Devotion. For the Soul we are going to apply that devotion in a mythic and 
meditative experience. That’s what is up for tonight. Tonight it is important because 
we kind of built up on the some of the wisdom that has been presented in earlier 
classes and this class is important for the next one which will come which will discuss 
the issue of how to handle and follow truth. So that’s where we are in the series 
today.  
 
Unut Anpu - (11:03) Well that last part you said Sebai how to handle truth, that’s 
tonight or is tonight basically a foundational lesson to prepare us for next week’s talk 
with handling truth? 
 
Sebai Maa - (11:22) Right tonight we are going to deal with devotion. Devotion is a 
kind of wing, devotion and wisdom are a kind of two wings of a bird as it were, this is 
how the teaching explains it. You must have one in order for the other one to be 
successful. If you have only one, you are going to have a lopsided kind of 



 

 

experience. So today we are going to talk about what is worthy of devotion. The next 
time we are going to talk about what object of worthiness is itself and how to handle 
it, how to follow it, how to live it.  
 
Unut Anpu - Radio announcements (12:24-13:24) So with that Sebai, Digestion Pt. 1 
Food for the Body, Digestion. 
 
Sebai Maa - (13:26) We will begin and I’m going to read out of the book, “Kemetic 
Diet”  (pg. 102) for our discussion. This section is called “What is Digestion and the 
Digestive System?” 
“The American Heritage Dictionary defines digestion as follows: di-gest, v. di-gest-
ed di-gest-ing, di-gests 1) to convert food into simpler chemical compounds that 
can be absorbed and assimilated by the body. As by chemical and muscular action in 
the elementary canal. 2) to absorb or assimilate mentally.  
The body makes use of certain organs to take in solid nourishment, break it down 
and extract needed nutrients in order to survive. This is the function of the 
gastrointestinal system which is composed of the mouth, the esophagus, stomach, 
intestines and the rectum. If these organs are treated properly, and the correct foods 
ingested they will function normally. This means that the food will be processed and 
the waste excreted. The human being will enjoy pristine health and vitality. However 
if the treatment of these organs is not correct, then an imbalance will develop that 
may effect the entire body. Thus both in ancient and modern times this area of the 
body is seen as the source of physical health as well as disease.” 
 

Ancient Egyptian Health Teaching says: “The source of illness is the food you ingest. 
To purge the dreadful Ukhedu which lurks in your bowels for three consecutive days 
each month purge yourself with a cattle horn its sharp end clipped off so as to create 
a small opening for water to run through.” 
 
From ancient times it is given that a regular period of cleansing should be taken and 
this is more necessary with the increase of the divergence from the Kemetic diet. 
What is I means is for example in the Kemetic Diet we advocate a mostly raw diet, 
there can be some cooked items in it but don’t go overboard with the cooked items or 
if you diverge go away from the organic foods, and move towards non-organic foods 
or foods that have processing or chemicals in them or whatever then you need more 
cleansing times. If you follow the Kemetic Diet very closely not overeating eating 
vegetarian, even eating vegan as we discussed before and eating less than fills the 
stomach, that will be a kind of minimal effect that requires minimal additional 
cleansing. It will be a self-cleansing diet in other words. But the more straying from 
that then the more cleansing  is required. Cleansing can be done through fasting, 
enemas to clean out the lower intestine as well. There are many groups or many 
books on this, I’m not going to go into details into these. Suffice to say that  regular 
cleansing and following of the diet is necessary and not straying not saying, “Oh I”ve 
been good for the past 2 weeks  so it’s ok if I eat this pizza with pepperoni and 
cheese and all of the other junk.” Then you can have a vegetarian kind of well done 
vegan pizza with breading that is gluten free. But having the regular pizza, with 



 

 

regular wheat,regular cheeses and all the other, or a burger or of course eating meat 
is out completely. But let’s say that you do or that a person does stray into that then 
that is going to cause a disease process to develop that if it continues, that kind of 
diet continues for some time it will develop into a disease process and that is called 
Ukhedu, a kind of clogging but is also a disease process. One of the symbols in the 
word Ukhedu is a kind of pustule, a kind of pus. You can think about  a kind of  
overburdening do to microbes or yeast or a kind of infection. Because we have 
microbes in the body and actually by one estimate there are more microbes, good 
bacteria and bad bacteria than there are cells of the body. Because the cells that you 
might call human are part of the human body but there are actually more of microbes 
that live symbiotically in the body and that’s a normal process. You have microbes on 
your skin, microbes on your eyelids, microbes in your guts that actually are  
beneficial in that they produce certain chemicals to help you to digest. But if you eat 
certain foods that damage them or that kill them off, then your digestion is going to 
suffer. Or if you eat certain foods that are caustic, it is going to damage your throat, 
your esophagus, your stomach, your intestines like alcohol is one such item and of 
course there are other items. Of course, if you don’t eat the proper mental food you 
are going to be stressed. Stress is going to cause the disease process to develop as 
well. It is going to effect the physiology. This Ukhedu process is what we are trying to 
prevent and to cleanse. So if that disease process  starts to develop then you want to 
cleanse the conduits of your body which are called Mettu (a kind of tube, a vessel 
that relates to the lymphatic system, circulatory system, the digestive tract, urinary 
system, nervous system, etc.) anything that operates as a kind of conduit in order to 
have health. So this is why an important invocation is given that we are going to do at 
the end of this particular section for promoting the health of the Mettu of the Body.  
 
I wanted to read further in the Kemetic Diet book (pg. 101). We have several of the 
hieroglyphs that are related to food and another section also to discuss an issue 
called Gluttony or Afa, gluttony and greed kind of go together. There is another term 
that is discussed which is “Mit” which is death. A related term which is “Mtua” or 
poison. So all of these terms are related. You are in essence a person who is 
straying from a righteous path. What I mean by righteous path is for instance, if you 
have a car and you put water in the gas tank or sugar or flour or anything other than 
gasoline pretty much, you put in sand it is going to foul up the conduits of the 
circulatory system of the car. How the gas gets from the tank to the engine and it is 
going to foul of the engine and it going to cause the engine to seize up or to blow up 
and that is what people call a heart attack, or liver failure, ulcers, colon cancer all of 
these kinds of things. The idea to impart here is there is a very simple concept 
behind the Kemetic health and healing teaching, that is the teaching can be boiled 
down to these two terms: Mettu and Ukhedu. Generally the Kemetic Diet plan or 
lifestyle is a kind of health way of living that promotes health and promotes vitality 
and longevity and peace if it is followed.  
 
Of course there are many intervening issues like we discussed in the book also. For 
instance a person can live what we call in this context, a righteous life, being 
vegetarian and all of that kind of thing like for instance, Paul McCartney’s wife 



 

 

(previous wife Linda) she was a vegetarian, I’m not sure if she was vegan or not but 
she was a well-known vegetarian and she would promote it to all her friends and 
everyone and yet she died of I believe breast cancer or something. There are many 
issues of Ari, Karmic issues that can come into play. Like for instance, she could 
have started doing that late in life, this process could have developed earlier or it 
could have been genetic, we don’t know all of the details. It could have been that she 
was not doing breast examinations, or she didn’t have mammography and the 
mammography itself didn’t catch it or actually promoted the cancer, all kinds of 
issues can be there. That is something to have under consideration that there is Ari 
also.  
 
For instance from the beginning I said you cannot think that you are going to have 
health by changing your lifestyle or by doing something with your diet perfectly and 
that is going to prevent all disease because we as we discussed before, the issue of 
extreme pollution in the environment. Pollution in the physical environment, pollution 
in the mental environment, pollution in the spiritual environment. The physical 
pollution, we have pollution in China, everybody looks at China how people walk 
around with masks and they can’t even see 10’ in front of them. Well where do you 
think all that pollution is going when it leaves the shores of China? It dissipates all 
over the world and we can’t see but especially the Norther Hemisphere of the world 
is extremely toxic compared to how it was even 10 years ago and of course 50 years 
ago before China became this major factory powerhouse of producing all of this 
plastic and all the junk that they sell to the world. Before that it was just the US and a 
few other countries. The US was #1 but now China is #1. We cannot see the 
pollution in the atmosphere and yet it is there. Before you go on to say that every 
place, the whole world is getting bad and every place is bad and what can you do 
and all of this kind of thing. This is the argument of those who do not what to adopt 
higher teachings or who because of their desires they want to continue doing what 
they are dong. Or because out of stress they can’t handle it so then they don’t want 
to think about it. But, this is the idea they filled you with also. You can’t do anything 
about politics because you can’t fight City Hall, that is the idea. It is useless or futile 
to vote because you’re going to get the same crappy politicians. It is useless to try to 
get the laws to label food because they are going to put junk in it anyway. It is 
useless to ask for a vegetarian meal because its too much trouble or whatever. Again 
studies have shown, as spoken the last time that to whatever degree that you 
improve your diet that will improve the chemistry of your body. Tests have shown that 
if you are eating foods laden with pesticides, you eat an organic diet and it will be 
dissipated in two weeks. As opposed to continuing on as if everything is the same 
and the world, everyone is the same, you can’t go anywhere to get away from 
pollution. There is less pollution in Canada so wouldn’t it be better to move to 
Canada. There’s less pollution in the Southern Hemisphere than the Northern 
Hemisphere so wouldn’t it be better to move to the Southern Hemisphere, if you care 
about the pollution issue. There are other countries that have more righteous 
governments so wouldn’t it be better to move to those countries if you could?  
 



 

 

So the defeatest attitude which is a kind of negative food for the mind and it then it 
gives a kind of cancer to the soul. If you are going to stay in the polluted environment 
then fine, then accept that and understand what you are doing. But don’t fool yourself 
or delude yourself and thinking oh its no big deal, its ok, everywhere is the same and 
it is a kind of delusion. It is like saying that the US is the best country in the world and 
they have the best health care system and the best criminal justice system, the best 
laws to control corporations and it is not, none of those are true. There are countries 
that are much better on healthcare, much better on the legal system, the politics. So 
if you want to stay here because you don’t feel like moving or because you are tired, 
or you don’t want to think about it, you can’t handle the issue, it’s too much trouble 
then fine, then accept that and understand. But don’t delude yourself saying that it is 
not so and but we’re going to get into more detail into that kind of issue, that 
philosophical way of thinking in the next class, the class on truth because that is not 
following truth.  
 
(31:50) So for today for this section the lesson has been related to the teaching  of 
digestion and cleansing the Mettu and preventing the Ukhedu process from 
developing. This is why whenever a meal, actually it is a kind of healing invocation, 
not necessarily just used during meals but specifically also used during meals, that 
an invocation is given, “Htp di si Ntr iri Mettu Wadj” that an offering is given to the 
Divine to cause the Divine to make the Mettu green. In this context green is related to 
what is alive, what is clean in the Mettu, what is healthy. That greenery comes from 
the source which is Spirit and that is Asar. So if you eat anything other than the 
green Source then you are inviting a disease process, that is what this teaching is all 
about the “Htp di si Ntr iri Mettu Wadj.” The Kemetic healing injunction that is given 
by the Kemetic doctor along with the herbs that are given. You may be given herbs to 
help cleanse yourself or purgatives like a laxative to cleanse yourself and things like 
that. Along with that they would give you an invocation: “May this persons Mettu 
flourish; May this persons Mettu be sound; May this persons Mettu be excellent; May 
this persons Mettu be comfortable, so you don’t have discomfort.  
 
So just to conclude this section I would like you Unut Anpu and anyone who is 
available to do the “Htp di si Ntr iri Mettu Wadj” chant to close us out for this section 
of the class. (34:32) 
 
(34:34) Unut Anpu - Shems Tchiya (Arit) and Shems Baket are on I don’t think 
they've turned their mics on though. If they could do that I will get them on as well. 
How many times would you like for us to chant that Sebai? 
 
Sebai Maa - 7 times would be fine.  
 
Unut Anpu - Shems Baket and Shems Arit if you would press the #1 on your 
phones. Dua. 
 
Shems Arit - Udja 
 



 

 

Unut Anpu - Udja Shems Arit Udja Shems Baket can you hear me? 
 
Shems Baket - Ny I hear you can you hear me? 
 
Unut Anpu - Ny I sure can. Ok Sebai wants us to do the chant, the invocation for 
health he wants us to repeat it 7 times.  
 
Unut Anpu led the chant which was repeated by Shems Arit and Shems Baket 7 
times. Htp. Both of you please stay on the line that way we won’t have to log you 
back on again later. 36:58)( Sebai is there any type of significance to chanting that 7 
times? Htp. 
 
Sebai Maa - (37:12) Ny the seven times is related  to in the Kemetic teaching there 
are certain #’s that are of paramount importance, extreme importance. The #1,#3,#7, 
#9, #21, #42 and 7 specifically is the number that is kind of central on both sides 
from the higher #’s to the lower #’s. It is kind of in the center and it relates the 7 
processes that are present in all Creation. There’s actually really 1 that manifests as 
3 and those 3 combine and they produce a powerful emanation or a powerful 
projection through 7 actually 5. You will notice that many of the #’s are prime. You 
have the 1, you have the 3, the Trinity, you have the 5 of the Ashrau, 5 means 
multiplicity. Then you have  7 or the Sefech. 7 is the number of the souls. It is the 
number of the colors of the rainbow; the notes of music. So 7 is a kind of special 
resonance that runs through Creation including the 7 energy centers and the 7 
clusters or bundles of nerves of the body and 7 special you know the endocrine 
system. So 7 is a kind of nexus of the manifestations of the energies in Creation. Like 
I said they multiply out from there to 14, the # of the pieces of the body of Asar, the 
waxing moon, the waning moon, periods.  The 21 #’s of companies of Gods and 
Goddesses. The #21 multiply that by 2 and you get 42 Precepts of Maat and there 
are higher numbers still in the names of Ra. So there are many aspects but 7 is a 
kind of nexus and that’s why we’re focusing on the #7 to cover all of those aspects of 
the personality of the body, the main 7.  
(40:19) 
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